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oscillatory structure connected with intrinsic absorption processes involving the 1~5 —+X~ indirect
energy gap and an enhanced response near the I"~g ~ I'~ direct energy gap have been observed in the lumi-
nescence excitation spectra of excitons bound to nitrogen and bismuth isoelectronic substituents in gallium
phosphide. The oscillation period indicates that hot photogenerated indirect excitons rapidly lose energy
by the cascade emission of low-wave-number longitudinal optical phonons without undergoing dissociation.
The oscillatory structure appears in the luminescence excitation spectra of these centers, although it cannot
be seen in absorption, because excitons of low kinetic energy are preferentially captured by the isoelectronic
impurities. Thus the impurity ceriter induces an energy-dependent capture cross section because of the
presence of a shallow bound state. A lifetime e8ect is the only one of several mechanisms suggested for
the oscillatory structure observed in interband photoconductivity excitation spectra of several direct-gap
semiconductors which can be relevant in luminescence excitation spectra. Just below the 1 ~5

—+ F~ direct
energy gap, near the onset of the second region of anomalous luminescence response, indirect absorption
is predominantly due to transitions which produce lozo kinetic-energy holes. It is believed that these ab-
sorption transitions preferentially contribute to the luminescence excitation spectra because the probability
of forming the excited states of these impurity complexes, particularly for nitrogen, is much greater for
cold holes. Excitation spectra of shallow donor-acceptor pair luminescence in gallium phosphide do not
show either of these selective excitation effects. The shape of the spectra can be accounted for solely from
a consideration of the intrinsic absorption spectrum, including processes involving the creation of free-
electron hole pairs as well as free excitons, and surface recombination processes. The latter processes depend
in detail upon the particular crystal and, as previously reported by Gershenzon and Mikulyak, upon which
of the principal (111)faces of solution-grown platelets is illuminated. The r~q —& p& direct exciton transition
appears as a well-de6ned dip in the low-temperature excitation spectra of pair luminescence.

I. INTRODUCTION
"T is well known that impurity luminescence can be

&- eS.ciently excited in semiconductors by intrinsic
absorption processes which involve the creation of free
excitons and/or free electron-hole pairs. The form of the
luminescence excitation spectrum is generally very
similar to the intrinsic absorption spectrum, subject to
a monotonic decrease in the excitation efficiency due
to the increasing influence of the generally strong and
radiationless surface recombination at the higher ab-
sorption coefficients. ' This will be true if impurity-
induced absorption, particularly that of the activating
impurity, is negligible compared with the intrinsic
absorption. In addition, either the relevant capture
cross sections of the luminescent and competing non-
radiative centers must be independent of the kinetic
energies of the free photoexcited quasiparticles, or,
alternatively, these particles must come to thermal
equilibrium with the lattice before capture occurs.
The present paper shows that this simple behavior is
exhibited in the excitation spectra of shallow (green)
donor-acceptor pair luminescence in gallium phosphide,
as was previously found for deep (red) pair lumines-
cence. ' The F15—+ F1 direct exciton transition and the

~ "Dead-layer" effects due to surface recombination are a well-
known feature of cathodoluminescence. See, for example, Q.
Gergely, Acta. Phys. Hungary 12, 253 (1960); D. B. Kittry and
D. F. Kaiser, J. Appl. Phys. 38, 375 (1967). For a quantitative
discussion of surface recombination in photoluminescence, see J.
films and %'. K. Spicer, J. Appl. Phys. 36, 2815 (1965).

2 M. Gershenzon and R. M. Mikulyak, Appl. Phys. Letters 8,
245 (1966).

transition from the component of the F15 valence band
split oG by spin-orbit interaction are clearly observed
as minima in these excitation spectra, since they occur
wel1. above the peak in the luminescence response.

The present paper draws attention to complications
which may occur in the low-temperature excitation
spectra of dilutely doped crystals if the above conditions
are not realized and if the luminescence efFiciency is
signihcantly less than unity, as is usually so. Two pos-
sible sources of complication arise. First, the impurity-
induced partial absorption coefficient representing proc-
esses in which the luminescence center is left in its
discrete excited state may be enhanced, relative to other
possible absorption processes, in the luminescence exci-
tation spectrum. The enhancement occurs since these
excitations produce efficient luminescence at low tem-
peratures. ' The partial absorption coeKcient due to the
stokes phonon-assisted creation of excitons bound to
isoelectronic nitrogen substituents in gallium phosphide
has already been examined in this way, and a variety of
interference efr'ects between different partial absorption
coeflicients were noted. 4 Second, the luminescence center
may act as a selective indicator of particular final states
reached in ietrAuic absorption processes ("selective
excitation" effect). Oscillatory structure just above the

3 There is no possibility of Auger recombination within the iso-
electronic impurity-bound exciton complexes considered in this
paper because only two electronic particles are present. See D. F.
Nelson, J. D. Cuthbert, P. J. Dean, and D. G. Thomas, Phys.
Rev. Letters 17, 1262 (1966).

4 J. J. Hopfleld, P. J. Dean, and D. G. Thomas, Phys. Rev.
158, 748 (1967).
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F» —+X& indirect energy gap and a broad anomalous
response near the F~s ~ I'~ direct energy gap in exci-
tation spectra of the luminescence of excitons bound to
bismuth' and nitrogen' isoelectronic substituents in
gallium phosphide, but not for shallow donor-acceptor
pair luminescence, are reported in the present paper.
These anomalous luminescence excitation features,
which do not appear in the optical-absorption spectra,
are attributed to selective excitation eGects involving
preferential capture cross sections at these centers for
free quasiparticles of low kinetic energy.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Crystals

Gallium phosphide single crystals deliberately doped
with the isoelectronic impurities nitrogen or bismuth
or with group II and VI acceptor and donor impurities
were studied. Some of these crystals were grown from

the vapor using a modified wet hydrogen transport
method. ~ Most were grown from gallium solution to
which the impurities were added as described by
Trumbore et al. and by Thomas and Lynch.

B. Oytical Measurements

Optical-absorption and luminescence-excitation spec-
tra were obtained with the crystal cooled to near 20'K
by means of the gas-cooling technique described by
Maeda, ' but using liquid helium instead of liquid
hydrogen. Some luminescence-excitation spectra were
recorded with the crystals immersed in liquid hehum.
For the excitation measurements, light from a 650-W
tungsten-iodine lamp was passed through a Spex 4-m
monochromator and focused onto the crystals. The
luminescence was measured with an EMI 9558 QA
photomultiplier placed as near to the crystal as was
practicable. A Corning filter between the crystal and
photomultiplier cathode blocked the exciting radiation
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Fzo, 1. The excitation spectrum of shallow donor-acceptor pair luminescence from a soIution-grown platelet of gallium phosphide
under illumination of the smooth gallium (111) face. The arrows labeled TAP, LATEX, and TOP denote the thresholds of intrinsic
absorption transitions which produce free excitons associated with the X& conduction-band minima (Ref. 11), Sp, Sp' and So" are due
to the formation of bound excitons at neutral sulphur donors (Ref. 12). The portion of the spectrum near the I'~5 —+ I"~ direct exciton
energy gap pg is reproduced under increased gain G to show more clearly the sharp dip at the direct exciton and the much broader
dip at gg n+A. The circles are calculated from the theory of DeVore (Ref. 17) for strong surface recombination; R„=0.1 and d/t 10=
(see text).

' F. A. Trumbore, M. Gershenzon, and D. G. Thomas, AppL Phys. Letters 9, 4 (1966).
s D. G. Thomas, J. J. Hopfield, and C. J. Frosch, Phys. Rev. Letters 15, 857 (1965).' C.J.I resch, Crystal Grouch (Pergamon Press, Inc. , New York, 1967), p. 3P5.
s F. A. Trumbore, H. G. White, M. Kowalchilc, and R. A. Logan, J. Electrochem. Soc. 112, 1208 (1965).
s D. G. Thomas and R. T. Lynch, J. Phys. Chem. Solids 28, 433 (1967).' K. Maeda, J. Phys. Chem. Solids 26, 595 (1965).
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+IG. 2, Detail in the excitation spectrum of shallow donor-acceptor pair luminescence near the indirect energy gap. The indirect
exciton energy gap is denoted by Eg, . The threshold of a two-phonon assisted absorption component Lo +TAp can be clearly seen
in addition to the indirect gap thresholds marked in Fig. i. The onset of free-carrier absorption assisted by the transverse acoustical
MC phonon TAP occurs near X (Rei. 11).

and, usually in conjunction with the low-energy re-
sponse of the S-20 type photomultiplier ( 1.5 eV),
served to define the energy interval within which
luminescence could be detected.

III. RESULTS: GENERAL SHAPE OF
LUMINESCENCE EXCITATION

SPECTRA

A. Donor-Acceptor Pair Luminescence

1. Detailed Strlctlre near the Indirect
aed Direct Energy GaPs

The luminescence excitation spectrum in Fig. 1
contains well-de6ned low-energy thresholds due to the
photoexcitation of indirect free excitons with the emis-
sion of the indicated momentum-conserving (MC) pho-
nons. "The threshold associated with the LOr+TAtx
two-phonon-assisted transition is more clearly defined
in the expanded luminescence-excitation spectrum of
Fig. 2 than in the intrinsic-absorption spectrum. Above

2.34 eV, the spectra in Figs. 1 and 2 are otherwise
quite similar to the intrinsic absorption spectra, apart
from the general decrease in excitation efficiency with
increase in photon energy discussed in Sec. III A 2. The
inflection near X in Fig. 2, 10 meV above the TAX
intrinsic exciton threshold, is due to the onset of ab-
sorption into free-electron pole-pair states. "

The sharp lines So and So' are due to bound exciton
states at neutral sulphur donors. " The intensities of
these lines increase signidcantly relative to the broad

"P.J. Dean and D. G. Thomas, Phys. Rev. 150, 690 (1966).
's P. J. Dean, Phys. Rev. 157, 655 (196/).

intrinsic peak near 2.42 eV with increasing temperature
between 4 and 60 K.. Thermal dissociation of this
bound exciton complex is significant in this tempera-
ture range. "The luminescence-excita, tion spectra show
that many of the free-electron hole pairs thereby pro-
duced recombine at shallow donor-acceptor pairs. The
intensity ratio Ss'/So is -2.5 times larger in Fig. 2
than in the absorption spectra of the sulphur-exciton
complex" because the probability of thermal ioniza
tion is signi6cantly higher at a given temperature for
the less tightly bound excited exciton state. Tunneling
energy-transfer processes are probably responsible for
the weak contribution of these bound-exciton absorp-
tion lines in the luminescence-excitation spectra re-
corded at 4.2'K. Tunneling processes are believed to be
responsible for the quenching of low-temperature
luminescence due to excitons weakly bound at iso-
electronic nitrogen impurities observed in relatively
heavily doped crystals of gallium phosphide. '4

The structure near 8, I and E„ is more clearly
defined in the low-temperature luminescence-excitation
spectrum of Fig. 1 than in the 90'K spectrum recently
reported by Gorban' and Kosarev for luminescence of
deep donor-acceptor pairs. "In particular, direct transi-
tions to the broadened exciton state involving holes
from the lower component of the valence band, split
off by spin-orbit coupling, can be clearly seen as a
broad dip in the high-gain detail in Fig. 1. The spin-
orbit splitting 6 obtained from the luminescence-excita-
"See Fig. 4 of Ref. 12.
'4 D. G. Thomas and J.I. Hop6eld, Phys. Rev. 150, 680 (1966).~5 X. S. Gorban' and V. M. Kosarev, Fiz. Tverd. Tela 8, 3697

(1966) )English transi. :Soviet Phys. —Solid State 8, 2967 (1967)g.
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tion spectra ( 80 meV) agrees well with the value
recently obtained from absorption spectra of thin vapor-
grown single-crystal ribbons. "As a result of surface
recombination (Sec. III A 2), the I'is~ I'i direct ex-
citon transitions, which produce high values of the ab-
sorption coeKcient n &10' cm ', always appear as
ns&uma in excitation spectra of shallow donor-acceptor
pair luminescence. Crystal RL 2766-8 exhibits the
minimal half-height bandwidth for the lowest energy
I"»5

—+ I'» direct exciton transition, 7.5 meV, observed
in the luminescence-excitation spectra.

Z. General Shape of the Luminescence Exc-itation
Spectra: Surface Recombination

The broad maximum generally observed in the excita-
spectra, near 2.435 eV for the e-type crystal in Fig. 1,
is produced by surface recombination. The donor-
acceptor pair luminescence is nonselectively excited by
free excitons and free-electron hole pairs (Sec. III A 1)
and is linearly related to the low-level excitation in-
tensity. The spectral shape should therefore be ade-
quately described by a theory due to DeVore which uses
the minority carrier diffusion length 4 and the ratio of
surface-to-volume recombination rates as adjustable
parameters. »~ From the value of o.d at the peak response
in Fig. 1 ( 2.5), where d is the crystal thickness, 4 can
be calculated from the simple expression appropriate
to strong surface recombination:

The resulting value, 50@, is slightly larger than
20'K values previously obtained by Gershenzon and
Mikulyak' for the smooth gallium (1 1 1) faces of
solution-grown p-type crystals, but is comparable with
90'K values reported for an e-type crystal by Gorban'
and Kosarev. " For e-type crystals, 8 is reported to
increase exponentially with increasing temperature
between 90 and 200'K,"whereas S decreases with
temperature between 20 and 300'K for smooth (1 1 1)
faces of p-type crystals. '

The surface recombination velocity S can be calcu-
lated from the asymptotic luminescence response at
large ud, E„(me sarued relative to the peak response)
and the minority carrier diffusion constant D using the
relationship

(2)

4.5)&10 ' crn' sec ' at 27'K, ' and
E„0.085 (Fig. 1), S is 10 cm sec '. This result is
similar to values reported by Gershenzon and Mikulyak
for fresh (1 1 1) surfaces, although R„ is lower than
reported by them, since the effect of the decreased high-
energy response is cancelled in the calculation of S by
the larger value of 4 observed in the present work.
Typical values of E„observed in the present work were

"P. J. Dean, G. Kaminsky, and R. B. zetterstrom, J. Appl.
Phys. 38, 3551 (1967).

"H. B. DeVore, Phys. Rev. 102, 86 (1956).

&0.1, indicating low shallow donor-acceptor pair photo-
luminescence excitation eSciency for gallium phosphide
under 3650 A ( 3.4 eV) Hg arc excitation at tempera-
tures &25'K (see Ref. 2).

Low-temperature excitation spectra for the yellow
shallow donor-acceptor pair luminescence were com-
pared for the rough (111)phosphorus faces and smooth
(1 1 1) gallium faces of solution-grown platelets freshly
etched in hydrochloric acid. Like the excitation spectra
of deep donor-acceptor pairs s the (111) faces showed
significantly increased surface recombination and de-
creased minority carrier diffusion lengths, but the
values of 4 and 5 were consistently larger near 20'K
than those reported by Gershenzon and Mikulyak.
For the e-type crystal illustrated in Fig. 3, 8 and 5 are

80 p and 20 cm sec ' for the (111)surface and are
10 ti and 120 cm sec ' for the (111)surface accord-

ing to Eq. (2), with D= 2.7X10 ' cm' sec ' at 16'K.
The values of 4 reported here and in Ref. 2 correspond
to surprisingly large values of the minority carrier
lifetime, 1 msec. The lifetime estimated by this
method is probably not simply the lifetime of free
carriers, but may be extended by minority carrier
tunneling between impurity centers before recombina-
tion occurs.

The minimum due to the I'»5~ I'» direct exciton is
ill defined in Fig. 3 compared with Fig. 1. This may be
due in part to the higher concentration of sulphur
donors in crystal C-11 compared with RL 2766-3
( 2.5)&10i7 cm ' neutral sulphur donors), but internal
strain may also contribute signi6cantly to the broaden-
ing of this transition. "

Excitation spectra recorded from mechanically
polished (111)or (111)faces of solution-grown crystals
generally show values of 4 comparable with etched
(111) faces, but significantly larger values of S. The
luminescence response decreases very rapidly with in-
creasing energy at the low-energy tail of the direct
exciton transition, becoming immeasurably low near
2.86 eV in extreme cases.

B. Exciton Lmninescence at Isoelectronic
Nitrogen Imyurities

1. General Shape below 2.$ eV

The general shape of the excitation spectrum for the
luminescence of excitons weakly bound to isoelectronic
nitrogen impurities is quite different from the spectra in
Figs. 1—3. Figure 4 shows that the peak intensities occur
at appreciably higher energies, corresponding to lower
values of the minority carrier diffusion length 4. In
particular, the 20'K peak luminescence intensities of
crystals showing pronounced oscillatory response just
above E, I at 4.2'K occurred at values of o.d between

20 and 40 (peak response near 2.68 or 2.76 eV for
a 0.4-mm crystal) corresponding to 30 A&l&3 A ac-
cording to Eq. (1).If D 3.5&&10 ' cm' sec ' at 20'K,
such small values of 4 are anticipated for these crystals
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FIG. 3. Typical excitation spectra of shallow donor-acceptor pair luminescence from a solution-grown platelet of gallium phosphide
for illumination of the smooth gallium (111) face and the rough opposite phosphorous (111) face etched by HC1. Note the energy
shift in the maximum near 2.45 eV due to the relatively larger minority carrier diffusion length near the (111)surface. The spectra
and notation are similar to Fig. 1 except that the sharp band A due to excitons bound at nitrogen isoelectronic substituents (Ref. 6)
is also present.
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according to the very short lifetimes, 10 " sec, dis-
cussed in Sec. VI82 for the capture of electrons or
excitons at isoelectronic nitrogen impurities. The rough
(111) faces of these crystals also generally exhibited
significantly lower values of 8 than the (111) faces.
Crystal KD 28-7 contains appreciably more nitrogen
than crystals C-11 and RL 2766-8. No simple general
relationship was observed between the value of 4 and the
nitrogen concentration, however, probably because of
uncontrolled concentrations of other impurities in the
crystals which were used.

Caution must be exercised in the analysis of nitrogen
luminescence-excitation spectra according to the Be-
Vore theory, however. Some solution-grown crystals
showed a monotonically increasirIg response from 2.34
eV to the onset of the broad response peak near 2.8 eV
shown in Fig. 4. This behavior is characterized by an un-

realistically small value of 8 (((1 A) according to the
surface-recombination theory. Under certain conditions,
the nitrogen luminescence can be superlinearly depen-
dent upon the excitation intensity. In addition, the
nitrogen centers introduce a strong absorption cross
section at energies weH. above the indirect energy gap
of gallium phosphide, ' unlike donor-acceptor pairs or
bismuth isoelectronic centers. The absorption induced

directly by only 3&10"cm ' nitrogen atoms is com-

parable with the intrinsic absorption near the peak
response of the excitation spectra for donor-acceptor
pair luminescence (Figs. 1 and 3). These complications,
which are particularly important at relatively high

nitrogen concentrations (&10" cm '), invalidate the
straightforward application of DeVore's theory of sur-

face-recombination effects to excitation spectra of
nitrogen luminescence in gallium phosphide.

Z. Iumiuescerlce Response near the Direct «rlergy Gap

e broad peak in the luminescence response, cen-„,is the most remarkable feature in the

nitrogen luminescence excitation spectrum in Fig. 4.
This peak. cannot be explained on the surface-recom-

bination theory of DeVore (Sec. III A Z), since an &&-

crease of luminescence response with increasing energy

can only occur above the over-all intensity peak in the
luminescence-excitation spectrum as a result of a
decrease in the absorption coefficient. This effect is re-

sponsible, for example, for the increased response just
above E, in Fig. 1. There is no energy-dependent

decrease in the intrinsic absorption coefhcient n to
account for the rise in the response between 2.82

and 2.87 eV in Fig. 4. In fact n increases very rapidly

with energy in this region. "
It should be noted particularly that the anomalous

response can be detected in Fig. 4 at least 0.1 eV below

E, D, i.e., well below the significant absorption in the

tail of the broadened direct exciton transition in a good

crysta, l (Fig. 1 and Ref. 16). Two effects appear to in-

Quence the shape of the broad response. A selective

excitation effect, discussed in Sec. IVB1, produces

exceptionally large nitrogen photoluminescence efB-
ciencies at energies near the F» ~ F& direct energy gap.
Surface recombination competes with this selective-
excitation effect, as expected at the high values of
nd in this region. "The relatively narrow dip near the
maximum of the broad response peak is the most clearly
distinguishable effect of surface recombination in this
region in Fig. 4. This dip coincides with E, . The two
effects are not clearly separable at other energies, but
are presumably jointly responsible for the rapid de-
crease in the luminescence response just above E„~.

The dip at E, ~ has a half-height bandwidth of 7
meV, as expected for the exciton absorption peak in a
good solution-grown crystal (Sec. III A1). This con-
firms the fact that the anomalous luminescence response
near E,D cannot be attributed to nitrogen-induced
abnormal behavior of the intrinsic absorption coefficient
in these crystals. Indeed, crystals containing less nitro-
gen than crystal C-11 (Fig. 3) also exhibit the anomalous
luminescence response near E,~ provided that their
donor-acceptor pair concentration is sufficiently low
that the detected luminescence originates predomi-
nantly at the nitrogen centers.

These observations can be understood if the anoma-
lous luminescence response is attributed to a selective-
excitation effect arising from the sensitivity of the
nitrogen centers to the details of the excitation channel.
The nature of this eGect is discussed further in
Sec. IV 81.

3. Oscittatory Structure +ear Indirect «mergy Gap

Periodic fluctuations appear in the low-temperature
excitation spectra of nitrogen luminescence above

2.38 eV and can be followed to 2.5 eV (Fig. 5).
These oscillations are more dificult to see near 25'K,
unlike bismuth luminescence-excitation spectra (Sec.
III C). Crystal RL 52465-G used for Fig. 5 is very
lightly nitrogen-doped, and its absorption spectrum
above 2.34 eV shows only the stepped structure asso-
ciated with the phonon-assisted creation of free excitons
(Fig. 6). The nitrogen-induced absorption features are
much more prominent below 2.38 eV in the luminescence
excitation spectrum (Fig. 5). This effect has been dis-
cussed in Ref. 4.

Despite the absence of the oscillations in the absorp-
tion spectrum, there are two pieces of evidence for their
association with intrinsic indirect I'~5 —& X~ transitions,
rather than with absorption induced by the presence
of the nitrogen impurities. First, the oscillations are not
present in the excitation spectra at nitrogen concentra-
tions 10"cm ', where the absorption induced directly
by the nitrogen is considerably greater than the in-
trinsic absorption to well above 2.5 eV. This is consistent
with the form of the nitrogen-induced absorption, which
is substantially smooth above 2.37 eV.' The osciHa-
tions can still be discerned (Fig. 7) at an intermediate
nitrogen concentration, 10"cm ', where the nitrogen-
induced absorption predominates below 2.38 eV and
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the intrinsic absorption predominates above this energy.
Second, the analysis in Table I shows that the threshold
energies hv of the oscillations, allowing for broadening
effects, extrapolate to the threshold energies of the in-
trinsic absorption bands at which free excitons are
created together with the I-point MC phonons, energy

TABLE l. Analysis of peak energies of oscillatory structure
present in excitation spectra of luminescence from nitrogen and
bismuth isoelectronic substituents in gallium phosphide.

Peak energy'
(eV)

2394
2.410
2.427

2.445
2.462
2.477

2.493
2.510
2.526

Assignment

TAIx+LQ~
LA~x+LQI'
TQ x+LQI'

TAgx+2LQ~
LA,x+ZLO&
TOIx+2LO~

TA x+3LO~
LAix+3LO~
TO x+3LO~

Calc energy (eV)
Eq. (3)

2.392
2.410
2.424

2.442
2.460
2.474

2.492
2.510
2.524

a Figures 5, 7, and 8 show that the most clearly defined oscillations are
asymmetric, with relatively steeply rising low-energy sides. The energies
calculated according to Eq. (3) agree better with the low-energy thresholds
of the well-defined oscillations (see particularly the TOix series in Fig. 8),
as would be expected from the interpretation presented in the text. The
threshold energies of the broadened high-energy members of the Thix and
I,Ai& series are ill defined, however, so the peak energies are listed in
column 1. Comparison with column 3 shows that the broadening tends
to bring the peak energies closer to the calculated energies.

5~x, according to the equation

hp= E„+ho)x+NhcoLor,

where AcoLo is the zone center longitudinal optical
(I.O) phonon.

Oscillatory structure has never been observed in the
excitation spectra of donor-acceptor pair luminescence,
even at 4.2'K. There, the luminescence response con-
forms to the intrinsic absorption spectrum, modi6ed
smoothly by the e6ects of surface recombination
(Fig 2). It is. inherently impossible to account for this
oscillatory structure on the surface-recombination
theory, since the absorption coef5cient is a rnono-
tonically increasing function of energy in this region.
It is shown in Sec. IV 82 that these oscillations, like
the anomalous response near E,~, can be explained by
a selective-excitation effect associated with a differential
response of the nitrogen centers to particular 6nal states
reached in intrinsic optical absorption.

C. Exciton Luminescence at Isoeleetronic
BismQth ImpQrities

Excitation spectra of the luminescence of relatively
tightly bound excitons at bismuth isolectronic impuri-
ties in gallium phosphide are much more comparable
with those for nitrogen luminescence (Fig. 4) than for
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Fro. 8.)The excitation spectrum of bismuth luminescence in a relatively lightly nitrogen-doped solution-grown crystal of gallium

phosphide uncorrected for the spectral variation in the excitation intensity. The oscillatory structure above 2.38 eV is clearly present,
a»»ig. 5. The A, 8 line and the nitrogen-induced structure between 2.32 and 2.35 eV, prominent in Fig. 5, is suppressed relative
to the intrinsic structure in this region when bismuth rather than nitrogen luminescence is recorded.

donor-acceptor pair luminescence (Figs. 1 and 3). Un-
like the case of nitrogen (Sec. III 81), however, the
over-all shape of the excitation spectra for bismuth
luminescence is not very specimen-dependent. The
values of 4 derived from the peak response are com-
parable with those reported for shallow donor-acceptor
pair luminescence (Sec. III A2). The bismuth lumi-
nescence is invariably a linear function of the excitation
intensity, and the absorption introduced directly by
the bismuth at the maximum attainable concentration
(a few X10"cm ') "is negligible compared with the in-
trinsic absorption. "The surface-recombination theory
of DeVore should therefore be applicable to the general
shape of the excitation spectra fox bismuth lumines-
cence, unlike nitrogen luminescence-excitation spectra.

Noteworthy differences between the excitation spectra
for bismuth and nitrogen luminescence also occur in
the "anomalous-response" regions discussed in Secs.
III B2 and III B3.Typically, a smooth slowly varying
response is observed near E, for bismuth lumines-
cence, with a relatively weak broad positive peak and
often a weak narrow superimposed dip at E, ~. Com-
parison with Fig. 1 shows that there must be a signifi-
cant selective-excitation effect operative in this energy
region in the bismuth luminescence excitation spectra,
although it is generally weaker than in the nitrogen
luminescence-excitation spectra.

The oscillatory response just above E, r, by contrast,
is more clearly defined in the bismuth than in the ni-
trogen spectra, especially at higher temperatures (Fig.
8). The oscillations can be discerned to over 50'K. This

"J.D. Cuthbert and D. G. Thomas, Phys. Rev. 154 763 {1967).' This is shown implicitly in Fig. 1 of Ref. 5.

difference is due to the greater thermal stability of the
bismuth exciton complex' "and possibly also to differ-

ences in the relative values of the lifetimes discussed

in Sec. IVB2 between nitrogen and bismuth-doped

gallium phosphide. Because of thermal dissociation of
the nitrogen-exciton complexes, an appreciable fraction
of the luminescence detected from most crystals at
&25'K under the low pumping levels used in the
luminescence-excitation spectra is due to donor-

acceptor pair recombinations. As closely as can be
determined, threshold energies of the oscillations in

Fig. 8 are identical with those in Fig. 5, and are there-
fore also associated with intrinsic absorption processes
(Table I).

Although it has not been possible to examine the
excitation spectrum for bismuth luminescence in a
crystal entirely free from nitrogen, it is believed that
the oscillatory structure in these crystals is not con-
nected with the residual nitrogen. This conclusion is

supported by a comparison of Figs. 5 and 8, where it
is seen that the absorption features 2, A„A„, and A„
which are introduced directly by the nitrogen impuri-

ties, are much weaker in the bismuth excitation spec-
trurn, although the nitrogen concentrations are similar

in these crystals. The nitrogen concentration is very
low in Fig. 8, and transfer of energy to the bismuth
centers after tunneling exchange of excitation between
the nitrogen centers should be inefficient. The excitation
of the bismuth luminescence is therefore predominantly
due to intrinsic absorption processes. '~ The oscillations
indicate that the excitation efficiency is sensitive to the
nature of the excited states, i.e., that the bismuth
centers also exhibit the second type of selective-excita-
tion effect introduced in Sec. III B3.
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IV. DISCUSSION

A. Excitation Spectra of Donor-Acceptor
Pair Luminescence

It has been shown in Sec. III A that there is no
evidence for selective-excitation eGects, as defined in
Sec. I, in excitation spectra for shallow donor-acceptor
pair luminescence in gallium phosphide. These excita-
tion spectra may be derived from the absorption spectra
of the corresponding crystals subject only to the
smoothly varying influence, as a function of transition
energy, of surface recombination which becomes more
important at high absorption coefficients. The absorp-
tion due to shallow donor-acceptor pairs is weak com-
pared with the intrinsic absorption, '0 and was not ob-
served in this work. Excitation structure due to the
creation of excitons bound to neutral donor or iso-
electronic nitrogen impurities was observed. This struc-
ture was weak. compared with intrinsic processes in
crystals suitably doped to exhibit low-temperature
luminescence predominantly from shallow donor-ac-
ceptor pairs.

Free excitons and free electron-hole pairs generated by
intrinsic interband absorption appear to be comparably
scient in exciting the donor-acceptor pair lumines-
cence. Presumably the fret."r'excitons dissociate through
interaction with acoustical phonons and crystal defects.
Ionized donors and acceptors have large Coulomb-
attractive capture cross sections for free-electron hole
pairs. In dilutely doped gallium phosphide crystals at
low temperatures, pairs of neutral donors and acceptors
thereby produced relax predominantly through the de-
tected interimpurity (pair) radiative transition. No
significant dependence of the luminescence efFiciency
on the energy of the photoexcited electrons or holes is
apparent. Since the experimentally observed capture
cross sections of ionized centers increase rapidly with
decreasing temperature, as explained by the "cascade-
capture" theory proposed by Lax," this result implies
that the electrons and holes reach substantial equilib-
rium with the lattice before capture takes place."

ENERGY BANDS IN GALLIUM PHOSPHIDE
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l. Enhanced Lgnsinescence Egciency near
the F» —+ J'& Direct Energy Gap

An important clue to the nature of the process re-
sponsible for this anomalous luminescence response is
aGorded by the observation that there is no well-defined
threshold energy for the enhanced efBciency. The tail
of the broad response peak extends at least 0.1 eV
below E,~. In this energy region the absorption is still
indirect. Transitions to the Xj and X3 conduction-band
minima have been resolved. ""The matrix element for
the indirect transition is proportional to (8E) ', where
8E is the energy between the real conduction- or valence-
band state and the virtual state used in the indirect
transition. '4 Indirect transitions such as A in Fig. 9
will predominate in gallium phosphide at energies
approaching E,~, since bE becomes very small for
transitions via the intermediate state associated with
the I'~ minimum compared with the values for all other
possible indirect transitions. The hole states involved
in these transitions have low kinetic energies. Other

B. Excitation Spectra for Luminescence of Excitons at
Isoelectronic Nitrogen and Bismuth Impurities

The anomalous-response regions of the nitrogen
luminescence excitation spectra indicated in Secs.
III32 and IIIS3 suggest that, unlike the donor-
acceptor pairs, the isoelectronic nitrogen center acts
as a selective indicator of particular final states reached
in the intrinsic absorption process; a selective-excitation
effect. The nature of the two selective-excitation effects
observed for nitrogen luminescence will now be dis-
cussed in turn.

"In fact, this type of absorption has never been observed.
"M. Lax, Phys. Rev. 119, 1502 (1960).
"The considerable reductions reported in the intensity of the

relatively inefficient deep donor-acceptor pair luminescence in-
tensity in diamond under external electric Gelds which produce
hot carriers I P. J. Dean and J.C. Male, J. Phys. Chem. Solids 25,
1369 (1964)j probably arise from this strong dependence of the
capture cross sections on the carrier "temperature. "

I

I

REDUCED WAVE VECTOR

I

X

"V.K. Subashiev and G. A. Chalikyan, Phys. Status Solidi 13,
K91 (1966).' R. J. Elliott, Phys. Rev. 108, 1384 (1957).

FIG. 9. A schematic energy diagram for electrons in gallium
phosphide showing the bands principally associated with indirect
transitions. The effect of spin-orbit interaction at 1 y5 has been
ignored but the crystal-Geld splitting of the lowest conduction
bands at X is included. Two possible indirect transitions are
illustrated for an energy approaching I'&—I » and are schematically
broken into an optical part involving a virtual (dashed) inter-
mediate-energy state and a nearly horizontal phonon-scattering
part. Transition A is much more probable than transition 8 (and
all other possible indirect transitions) since (eE)g«(5E) a.
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possible indirect transitions at this energy which can
produce one cold carrier, such as B in Fig. 1 involving
an intermediate state from the X,valence band, involve
relatively large values of 6E and are therefore much
less strongly weighted.

At high excitation energies near A in Fig. 9, the
nitrogen excited states are mainly formed by the suc-
cessive capture of free carriers rather than free indirect
excitons. It has been suggested that an electron is
captured first" with a small ionization energy, possibly

8 meV. ' Two effects may then contribute to the
anomalously strong luminescence response if indirect
transition A is involved. First, the capture cross section
of a hole at the Coulomb attractive center will decrease
very rapidly with increasing hole kinetic energy, as
discussed by Lax."Second, hot holes may release the
weakly bound electron to the conduction band through
impact ionization. The nitrogen luminescence efficiency
is significantly less than unity in general, even at the
response peak for interband excitation, ' so that there
will be an appreciable probability that the ejected
electrons will be captured by the competing recombina-
tion centers, and the fraction of radiative electron-hole
recombinations at the nitrogen impurities will be re-
duced. The isoelectronic nitrogen recombination centers
can therefore act as selective indicators for slow holes.

The nitrogen luminescence response may also be en-
hanced near the threshold for the F~5 —&X3 indirect
transition, again because of the low-kinetic-energy
holes produced there. This should make the very weak
absorption threshold LA&~ more clearly defined in the
luminescence-excitation spectrum. An inQection can
indeed be observed in Fig. 4 close to the energy antici-
pated from the absorption spectrum, "but the structure
is still too ill defined to enable indirect F~5 —+ X3 transi-
tions involving the individual MC phonons to be
reliably identified.

Bismuth isoelectronic centers in gallium phosphide
are believed to trap holes first," and the ionization
energies are 5 times larger than for the nitrogen-
exciton complex. Although slow holes may still be pref-
erentially trapped by the uncharged bismuth center,
the energy dependence of this effect should be much
less than for the nitrogen center. "This may account
for the reduced relative magnitude of the anomalous
response for bismuth luminescence (Sec. III C). The
probability of impact ionization by the hot electrons
will also be relatively small for the relatively tightly
bound holes at the bismuth center.

Z. Oscillatory Strlctlre Associated zenith

the 1 15 —+ X~ Ied~rect Traesi tiorI

The oscillations in the energy region 2.38 to
2.5 eV of the excitation spectra of nitrogen and

bismuth luminescence correspond with intrinsic ab-
sorption structure involving the phonon-assisted crea-
tion of free indirect excitons fEq. (3) and Table I].

'~ J. g. Hopheld, D. G. Thomas, and R. T. Lynch, Phys. Rev.
Letters 17, 312 (1966).

The results presented in Secs. III 83 and III C can be
understood, again provided that the luminescence
eKciency is less than unity, if the excited electronic
states of these isoelectronic centers are preferentially
formed from free excitons and, to a lesser extent, from
free-electron hole pairs. The absence of the threshold
for the creation of free-electron hole pairs from Fig. 8,
although it is clearly marked at X in Fig. 2, can there-
fore be understood.

Component A„ in Fig. 8 is due to the no-phonon
creation of free excitons induced by the nitrogen im-
purities. The deviations of this component and the in-
trinsic TA MC component from the expected square-
root forms seen in absorption" indicate that the excita-
tion eSciency for bismuth luminescence decreases with
increasing free exciton kinetic energy (see below). These
deviations cause the oscillatory response at higher
energy to be more clearly marked. Similar deviations
may occur in the nitrogen luminescence response, but
the observed excitation spectra (Figs. 5 and 7) are
complicated between 2.33 and 2.37 eV by the
strong features due to absorption processes in which
the final state is an exciton bound to the nitrogen
atoms" and by various interference effects. 4

Free excitons whose initial energy is &AcoLol' rapidly
lose energy by the cascade emission of LO phonons"
until their residual energy is &AcoLoI". The lifetime vo

for optical phonon emission may be as low as 10 "sec
in gallium phosphide. " Free excitons whose initial
kinetic energy is close to eA~z, ol' therefore become cold
in a time short compared with other lifetimes for energy
loss or recombination. The rapid increase in the lumines-
cence efficiency for these cold excitons (Table I) might
arise in two ways. Either the exciton dissociation life-
time v~ or the lifetime r; against free exciton capture
could be a decreasing function of the residual exciton
kinetic energy after the cascade emission of optical
phonons. In either case, we presuppose that recombina-
tions at other centers are favored at high residual
exciton kinetic energies. These centers may include
neutral donors" and, after exciton dissociation, ionized
donor-acceptor pairs. An energy-dependent lumines-
cence response can be obtained from the first mechanism
only if scattering processes in which the exciton kinetic
energy is reduced zvitholt exciton dissociation are in-

"These features include phonon-assisted transitions.
"Momentum must be conserved at each step of the cascade

process, presumably by the selection of an Lo phonon of appro-
priate wave vector. If the combined electron-hole mass for the
1'~~ —+ X1, indirect exciton is of the order of the free-electron mass,
the wave vector change for the emission of a 50-meV phonon is
only ~10/o of the crystal wave vector at X. Plausible LO dis-
persion curves for gallium phosphide indicate that the energy of
this phonon will be indistinguishable from Aorz, oF to the accuracy
of the data in Table I.

"This estimate was made from Eq. (25) oi H. J. Stocker and H.
Kaplan, Phys. Rev. 150, 619 (1966) using the parameters appro-
priate to gallium phosphide and the estimate that ro= 10 " sec
for indium antimonide.

29 Neutral donors are important nonradiative recombination
centers for excitons in gallium phosphide at low temperatures;
see D. F. Nelson, J. D. Cuthbert, P. J. Dean, and D. G. Thomas,
Phys. Rev. Letters 17, 1262 (1966).
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significant and from the second mechanism only if the
time z; is shorter than the time 7, for energy loss to
acoustical phonons.

The first mechanism proposed above seems improb-
able since the radiative recombination of free excitons
at equilibrium with the lattice observed from a number
of materials whose band structure is similar to gallium
phosphide (for example, diamond and silicon) shows

neghgible dependence upon the kinetic energy of the
recombining excitons. Intrinsic recombinations in
these indirect-gap materials involve scattering by
acoustical or optical phonons to conserve momentum.
A significant dependence of v.d on the exciton kinetic
energy would be expected to reduce the luminescence
intensity in the high-energy tails of the intrinsic bands.

The second mechanism also seems unattractive in-
itially since v is very short, probably &10 " sec for
gallium phosphide at 20'K." Faulkner and Hop6eld"
have recently calculated the scattering cross section of
isoelectronic nitrogen substituents in gallium phosphide,
however, and And it to be very large, 10 " cm ',
because of a resonance condition due to the presence
of a very shallow bound state. This large scattering
cross section imphes a large capture cross section for
free electrons, and therefore free excitons. "The reso-
nance condition implies that both of these cross sections
should decrease rapidly with increase in the electron or
exciton kinetic energy, in agreement with the suggested
interpretation of the form of the luminescence-excita-
tion spectra. At 20'K an exciton capture cross section

10 "cm ' corresponds to 7; 3)&10 "sec in a typical
crystal containing 10"nitrogen impurities. Thus the
exciton trapping time r; at the nitrogen atoms may be
less than r, even at 20'K. This inequality becomes more
marked at lower temperatures and at low exciton
kinetic energies, since both of these conditions increase
7- . We therefore conclude that the enhanced lumines-
cence response observed at energies corresponding to
the photocreation of cold excitons can be explained by
a velocity-dependent capture cross section for these
excitons at the isoelectronic nitrogen impurities. The
very short values of v; which are required for this
mechanism are also of the order required to account
for the very small values of the minority carrier
diff'usion length estimated from the position of the

Stl See P. J. Dean, in Luminescence Az Inorganic Sobds, edited
by P. Goldberg (Academic Press Inc. , New York, 1966), Chap. 3.

"This estimate was made from an equation given by M. A.
Habegger and H. Y. Fan, Phys. Rev. Letters 12, 99 (1964),
assuming that v~=3&&10 ' sec for an exciton kinetic energy c- of
10 meV in indium antimonide. This lifetime is proportional to e 'f'
and is therefore appreciably larger at low e.

B~R. A. Faulkner and J. J. Hop6eld, in Proceedings of the
Irvine Conference on Localized Excitations, 1967 (to be
published).

» For neutron-proton scattering, the zero-energy elastic scatter-
ing cross section is ~10 times the cross section for radiative
neutron-proton capture. J. M. Blatt and V. F. Weisskopf,
Theoretical illuctear Physics Uohn Wiley tk Sons, Inc. , New York,
1952), Chaps. II and XII. We assume in the text that these two
cross sections are of the same order for interactions between
electrons and nitrogen impurities.

peak luminescence response of these crystals using the
theory of DeVore (Sec. III 81).

The above estimate that the lifetimes v, and 7-,

become comparable near 20'K is consistent with the
observation that broadening of the oscillatory structure
occurs at T&20'K. The lifetime calculations are not
sufficiently precise to justify a close comparison between
experiment and theory, however.

Similar considerations are believed responsible for
the oscillatory structure in the excitation spectra of
bismuth luminescence. Here r, may be larger since the
bismuth hole traps are significantly farther from the
resonant threshold condition for binding, but this effect
tends to be reduced by the uniformly high bismuth
concentration ( 4&(10t7 cm ') in the crystals studied.

The oscillations should be observable at very high
energies if the lifetime against I.o phonon emission is
sufficiently small compared with other possible energy
loss mechanisms. In practice, Figs. 5 and 8 show that
this criterion is inadequately fulfilled. The oscillation
amplitude decrea, ses considerably with n in Eq. (3)
well before the onset of absorption due to r»~X,
transitions, which would complicate the spectrum.

An effect not discussed in Ref. 4 is the sharp decrease
in response near 2.34 eV in crystals where nitrogen-
induced absorption predominates at this energy (A„ in
Fig. 7). This energy marks the threshold for the no-
phonon creation of free electron-hole pairs if the ioniza-
tion energy of the indirect exciton is 10 meV. "The
exact spectral form in this region is determined by inter-
ference effects between different nitrogen-induced ab-
sorption channels, but the decrease in response is also
consistent with a low efFiciency for excitation of nitrogen
luminescence by free-electron hole pairs compared with
free excitons.

3. Comparison toith Oscillatory Structure in Excitation
Spectra Reported for Various 3fateri ats

Similar oscillatory structure, also involving a bound
exciton transition, has been observed in luminescence~
and photoconductivity" excitation spectra of natural
diamond, which also has an indirect band gap. Minima
in the photoconductivity spectra coincide with the
luminescence excitation maxima, as expected if the
optical-phonon cascade reduces the free-carrier life-
time. Periodic minima have been observed in the photo-
conductivity of several II—VI direct band gap semi-
conductors. "" The interpretation offered for the
structure in CdS" and CdSe" differs from the above,
and is dificult to understand since the most prominent
cascade process is assumed to involve free electrons

e4 P. I. Dean and I. C. Male, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) 277A,
330 (1964).

~' P. Denham, E. C. Lightowlers, and P. J. Dean, Phys. Rev.
161, 762 (1967).

3 Y. S. Park and D. W. Langer, Phys. Rev. Letters 13, 392
(1964).

3'R. E. Nahory and H. Y. Fan, Phys. Rev. Letters li, 251
(1966).

D. W. Langer, Y. S. Park, and R. N. Euwema, Phys. Rev.
182, 788 (1966).
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although the oscillation energies clearly extrapolate to
the A and 8 intrinsic excitons rather than to the
associated free-carrier energy gaps. The energy origin
of the oscillatory minima in ZnTe, by contrast, is
associated with the direct free-carrier energy gap."
Unlike CdS and CdSe, the effect of the Gnite curvature
of the valence band on the oscillation period was
detected for Zn Te.

Oscillatory structure has also been reported in the
region of intrinsic absorption for two direct gap III—V
semiconductors InSb" " and GaSb.' In addition to,
or instead of, the assumption of an energy-dependent
free-carrier lifetime against LO phonon scattering, "the
presence of the oscillatory structure has been attributed
to an energy-dependent free-carrier mobility" or to
preferential momentum loss due to LO phonon emission
from a nonequilibrium distribution of the injected
electrons. "These latter considerations are of no conse-
quence to the presence of oscillations in the lumimes-

ceece excitation spectra. The extrinsic luminescence
itself reveals the presence of the recombination center
which is essential to the energy-dependent lifetime
interpretation.

Oscillatory structure associated with the F~s —&I'»

direct transition, but not in the region of indirect ab-
sorption, has been reported in photoconductivity ex-
citation spectra of gallium phosphide. 4' No oscillations
in the luminescence spectral response were observed
above E,~ in the present work.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Luminescence excitation spectra in the region of
interband absorption in semiconductors can yieM infor-
mation about the details of the energy transfer between
the intrinsic absorption process and recombination at
an impurity. In the present work, a comparison is made
of excitation spectra of luminescence at two quite
different types of recombination center in gallium
phosphide, namely, donor-acceptor pairs and isoelec-
tronic substituents.

For shallow donor-acceptor pair luminescence, in-
trinsic absorption processes involving the creation of
free excitons and free-electron hole pairs are both im-
portant. As previously reported from measurements
on deep donor-acceptor pair luminescence, ' fresh solu-
tion-grown crystals of gallium phosphide exhibit strong
surface recombination, which severely attenuates the
luminescence response near 3 eV and controls the
over-all spectral response function at lower energies.
The minority carrier diffusion length and the surface
recombination velocity may be derived from the form

3~ H. J. Stocker, C. R. Stannard Jr., H. Kaplan, and H. Levin-
stein, Phys. Rev. Letters 12, 163 (1964).~ M. A. Habegger and H. V. Fan, Phys. Rev. Letters 12, 99
(1964).

V. J. Mazurczyk, G. V. Ilmenkov, and H. Y. Fan, Phys.
Letters 21, 250 (1966).

4r H. J. Stocker and H. Kaplan, Phys. Rev. 150, 619 (1966).+ D. N. Nasledov, V. V. Negreskul, S. L Radautsan, and S. V.
Slobodchijrov, Fiz. Tverd. Tela 7, 5671 (1965) )English transl. :
Soviet Phys.—Solid State 7, 2965 (1966).g

of the excitation spectra above the band gap. Absorption
into shallow bound exciton states also contributes to
the excitation spectrum. Thermal ionization and inter-
impurity tunneling both contribute to the energy-
transfer process from these exciton states to the deeper
pair radiative recombination centers. There is no
appreciable effect of the initial energy of the photo-
excited excitons or free carriers on the shape of the
excitation spectrum for pair luminescence.

The excitation spectra for luminescence at nitrogen
and bismuth isoelectronic centers also show evidence
of surface recombination. The position of the peak re-
sponse in the excitation spectra for nitrogen lumines-
cence for many crystals suggests very low values of the
minority carrier diffusion length and carrier lifetime
(down to 10 " sec) according to the theory of
DeVore."This simple theory of the excitation spectrum
may be inapplicable to luminescence in relatively
heavily nitrogen-doped ()10's cm ') gallium phos-
phide. Two regions of anomalous response, where the
spectral dependence of the isoelectronic center lumines-
cence excitation intensity is not simply related to that
of the absorption coeKcient, were noted. Both are con-
nected with intrinsic absorption processes. Oscillatory
structure above the I'» —+Xj. indirect energy gap
indicates that photogenerated free excitons lose energy
rapidly by the cascade emission of LO phonons. This
process is apparent in the luminescence excitation
spectra, though it cannot be seen in the absorption
spectrum, because the isoelectronic impurity-exciton
complexes responsible for the detected luminescence
are preferentially formed from low-energy excitons. A
similar conclusion is obtained from a comparison of the
shapes of individual free-exciton components in the
excitation spectra and in the absorption spectra. Near
the F» —+ I'& direct energy gap, consideration of the
indirect transition matrix elements shows that the
predominant transitions involve intermediate states
derived from the I'~ minimum. These transitions pro-
duce low-energy holes near I'». A broad anomalous
luminescence response in the excitation spectra for
bismuth and, particularly, nitrogen luminescence js
attributed to the preferential formation of the excited
luminescent states from these low-energy free holes.
Neither of these anomalous response effects would be
visible if the eKciency of the detected luminescence
was unity under intrinsic photoexcitation. This ideal
situation is never achieved in practice, but variations
in the quantum eKciency can account for the appreci-
able variations in the modulation depth of the oscil-
latory structure observed from different crystals.
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